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of rain has not come to main, one fire swept through 500 acres
of
the United of land last Thursday. No University
enough to save countless property was damaged, bul, with the
In one of heavy winds, it looked hazardous for
fires in the Sewanee's forest lands.
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Equipped with special fire rakes, one
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Phis will ha'
Sewai
j be folicktail" party Friday night
lowed by a joint party with the KAs
Saturday. For entertainment they will
house
the
Phi
the Fiery Sparks at
miliar (nor even melodious) made lit- from nine to one a.m.
tle difference in the artistry presented.
Friday night will see the SNs and
The program was well balanced in ATOs holding informal parties. Adding
that there was something familiar and a new twist to the Mountain's party

t

,rlyt

the

were putting out

s

Last Tuesday night. Carl Weinrich
played the organ in All Sainits' Chapel
as it has never been played before.
That the melodies were not all fa-

a smaller

near Monteagle. This group and
smaller groups converged on
the Lost Cove blaze later in the evening, some staying until nearly dawn,
when rain showers moved into the

lire

several

Francophiles Elect Young;
Beckett's 'Godot Read

area, bringing the first rain in nearly

two months. In all, an estimated fifty
"
Sewanee students were involved in fire
throw a Yucca Flats
fighting activity Thursday and early
put
on
t
Club
will
French
The
game.
the
readbefore
the
evening
mi
party the
In a short
ATOs, SNs and KSs will converge ing of Beckett's play. En Attendant such programs this year, and cordially
There are usually two major fire seainterested
in
those
all
ts
on the KS house Saturday night to Godot, the French Club el cted King
sons in every year, from May through
French language and litvi-i .itiuc.
gram included the Sonata in F Minor celebrate to the strains of the sweet Young president for the acac
June and from late September through
by Mendelssohn, Sonata by Persichet- jungle beat of the Marvells.
Larry Mabry was named as viceThese are the dry
early November.
Choral Preludes and Prelude
ti. Two
The third organized party of the president, and Dan Griffith treasurer.
One factor that
seasons of the year.
and Fugue in A Minor by Bach, Fan- week-end will be staged by the SAEs
Dr. Bates introduced the play b;
aided in the spreading of the recent
Sweelinck,
Reby
inStyle
night
of
most
inv
tasy in Echo
and Fijis. After a Friday
saying that it is one of the
fires around Sewanee was one night of
Campbell,
William
B.
Mr.
cit de Cromome by Couperin, Noel formal parties, members of both lodges
portant pieces of dramatic literature o
freeze when the woods were so dry.
rofessor of history, and t'
for the Reed Stops by D'Aquin and will gather at the Sig Alph house for the 20th century in its treatment o
The freeze thickens the sap of a tree
history majors will attend the 1963
Cortege and Litany by Dupre.
a dancing featuring Gore and the Up- the current French philosophy of th
and slows its flow. The wood becomes
meeting of the Southern Historical A:
Absurd. It is in fact an anti-play, with
TIME classes Mr. Weinrich as one of setters from North Carolina.
more brittle and easier to ignite.
tion this Thursday, Friday, and
pla<
The LCAs, Betas and Delts are all
ploi
the three greatest living interpreters of
The fires that stirred such great inSaturday in Asheville, N. C.
Bach, and he played two groups by planning quiet weekends without bands, forming to no standards of drama
terest among the University students
Walkei
Steve
Thomason
and
Mike
for
but with "informal" parties for mem- other than a stage and four characters.
This
that com*
last week were undoubtedly of human
meetthe
Campbell
to
with
Mr.
go
Two bums, played by Bruce Al- will
have heard a lit- bers with dates.
liked
would ha
probably by hunters
ing, held for the purpose of exchangdrich and Larry Mabry, are sitting by
nce it is the organist's forte
Then
lilar
ing ideas on college history teaching
a road waiting for a person named Goof the greatest organ muand
fires were incendiary.
with the lat- that the
hope will come to bring methods and keeping up

something new for everyone. Whether
or not one liked the modern pieces
chosen by Mr. Weinrich it did them no
harm to hear them played. The pro-

lor.e,

the

KSs

will

Delegates to
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Dugan and

ritten.

This concert was by far the best
ranged one that has been presented
There was no melodrain the chapel.
matic announcement or attempt at in

Keele

Attend Convention

Professor Arthur B. Dugan and Assistant Professor Robert Keele were
before each selection, a
annual conwere there any jerry-built mirrors ar Sewanee's delegates to the
of the Southern Political Scivention
sei
might
audience
ranged so that the
October 31 through
the antics of the performer. Mr. Wein- ence Association
of
representatives
November 2. The
rich made full use of his hands ir
Sewanee's Political Science Departery piece and never played the
ment met with professors from colHis extra e
solely with his feet.
leges and universities throughout sixwere with the organ rather thai
teen southern states for the three-day
meeting at the Mountain View Hotel
The length of the concert was
TenNo one got home in the resort town of Gatlinburg,
a welcome change.
The program for the convennessee.
at twelve or one because of too
panel discussions and
tion featured
terpretation

(

:

selections.

The

only

trouble

from the organ, and such thing
bound to happen.
In all, it was a most satisfactory performance.

papers delivered by several professors.
The presidential address was given

Friday

by president Amry Vanden-

bosch of the University of Kentucky.

Notice
would like
who can play musical instruments and who
Guerry Hall audithe W&L game with the band should report
check with Robert
5:00 Friday. Those persons interested may

All students
to play at

torium

at

Weston or Tracy Matte.

dot

who

they

larch.
them a guarantee of food and shelter.
There will be sessions for the
As their wait has been long, they are
ing of papers and conferences between
faced with the problem of explaining
Southern
from
to themselves why they must wait, and
work in the same
how to amuse themselves in the inter- colleges who
There will also
of history.
val.
plays of texts and other books
Enter a master led by his leashed
tory published in the past yes
slave, played by King Young and Ter-

ry Poe, respectively,

who

lute

and considers his authority absoand divine. The bums are at flrst
disgusted, at his treat-

then
of the slave, who remains utterly
devoted to his master.
curious,

ment

After their departure, the bums return to their original state of depression, wishing they had brought a strong
cord so they could hang themselves. A
messenger. Dr.

Jones,

only

is

estimated

and

week

three

has

that Tennessee
fires

this

year.

the University has had
each of them small

fires,

of little significance.

The Fores-

Department still considers that
they were lucky this year in having
iueh little fire damage on the Domain.
try

afford a wel-

come diversion to the spiritless bums.
The master is the proprietor of the
land,

It

had over 600 forest
Until last

arrives

to

an-

Fooshee

to

Speak Tonight

member of
The Sewanee Pre-Law Club will scholar. Mr. Fooshee is a
the Wall Street law firm of Donovan,
have Mr. Malcolm Fooshee as a guest
Leisuree, Newton, and Irvine. The Inspeaker tonight. Mr. Fooshee is a 1918
at
the Kappa
given
will
be
formal talk
Sewanee graduate. He received his Sigma fraternity house at 7:30. All
law degree from Harvard Law School those persons interested are invited to
and attended Oxford as a Rhodes attend.

Hootenanny Friday Night

nounce that Godot will not come today,
but surely tomorrow. We are made to
Crighton, Rick York,
understand that this is neither the first
The Sewanee Jazz Society will spon- Powell. Don
Admission is 50
al.
nor the lost time this message has been sor a HooSenanny Friday, November Dick Nowlin, et
Kappa cents per person, beer and set-ups will
delivered, and that this is an eternal S at 7:30 p.m. to be held in the
songfest
Sigma Fraternity house. The
be sold. To make room for the exmembers of the So- pected crowd all planning to attend are
The second act takes place the fol- will be put on by
guests, proceeds going toasked to bring a blanket or toga and
lowing day, except that many season: ciety and
for a Mid-Winters Jazz
Most fraternities have
and years have passed, and the actior ward promotion
sit on the floor.
8th featuring The
February
Concert
chorus:
the
repeats itself playing on
consented to hold their Friday night
Sextet.
Adderly
"Cannonball"
"On s'en va./On ne peut pas./Pour- Julian
activities until after the Hootenanny.
Norm
are
performing
attend Godot. /C'es Among those
quoi pas?/On
public is cordially invited.
Crews, Wally Ohl, Howie Russell, Jock The

Exam

Piling Up;
Rcliei Sought

At
the

last

EQB

The

Sewanee students have found out the purpose of
it is the University Test Co-ordination Cenmeet there weekly to plan the famous hour

building:

The Football Team

All professors

ter.

we

quiz schedule to which

This past week

many

all

are so greatly indebted.

students had as

many

as five or six

a three or four day period. Those unfortunate enough
to be caught in such a situation are tested under unnecessary

And

another Sewanee tradition down the road that
all Sewanee traditions seem to be going down these days.
As
of this year, the football team will not be allowed to go home
early for Thanksgiving. But, after all, it's just a tradition and,
as such, can be ruthlessly swept aside so that Sewanee can

tests in

hardships.

Developing some system of spacing hour quizzes for all subBut the results would be
jects would not be an easy job.
worth it. Students would not have to cram for quizzes; there
would be time to study carefully and learn thoroughly. Grades
would not be unfairly lowered because a student is too tired

Letters to the Editor

Program Needs

Organization , Diversification
making two years of physical training a requirement for
tile Administration must deem this an important
part of a student's development. Since most major universities in the United States have some physical fitness requirement, this cannot be regarded as a peculiarity of Sewanee.
Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy have felt that physical
fitness important enough to establish the President's Council
In

graduation,

on Physical

Fitness.

We

physical training course

believe that an interesting, effective

is

necessary to produce well-rounded

breaches to the Discipline Committee of the Order of the
Gownsmen.) The reasons for the formulation of the policy
were the advantages taken by students because of the laxity
and reluctance of student and administrative control and the
general irresponsibilty that followed.
It was
realized that
some action must be exerted in order for conditions to improve, and it was felt that this responsibility could be best
realized by placing the obligations of discharging discipline

Physical education having been accepted as important, how
has Sewanee attempted to meet the need? We have good fawith a golf course, tennis courts, bowling alleys and
a swimming pool. However, the facilities are severely under
cilities

The swimming coach is in charge of the program and
he usually has one student assistant.
The only organized activity for the students in P.E. is a fifteen minute session of calisthenics led by Sewanee's swimming

staffed.

would seem that his sole job would be to coach swimmining and diving. However, every afternoon of the week Coach
Bitondo must lead a gym full of panting freshmen and sophomores in the most boring and uninteresting form of exercise
possible.
Following the exercise session, most students eiIt

some unsupervised activity or return to
rooms to study or sleep. They are, of course, very disabout this, since Coach Bitondo has promised that any-

ther participate in
their

creet

one caught leaving the gym early will be dropped from the
course and forced to finish the requirement his junior or seCertainly the entire P.E. program could be made more inand more beneficial to the students. With the faon hand, the basic requirement for improvement would

teresting
cilities

be the addition of more personnel. Since one hour's credit is
given in the course, the students could sign up for a course
such as golf or tennis and be graded on how well they progress. There would probably be more interest in the program

and the students would receive just as much exercise as before.
The sessions could never be as tortuous as they are
today with Coach Bitondo counting out the unending situps
and pushups. And for the students that missed the old P.E.
classes there could be a special class in calisthenics.

F.B.
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were referred to
Committee by students themselves. Last year these offenses would have been brushed aside by that committee, and
rf any punishment was administered, it would have been action by the Deans alone. This year the D.C, is aware and vitally concerned that they must not shirk their duty.
They
are aware, also, that trfeir very being does not depend on
punishment for its own sake. It is not their purpose to slight
individuals for "small" offenses, and they are cognizant of this
fact.
Their action was taken in cases worthy of concern.
The students crying out should be more conscious of the
facts involved before criticizing so loudly.
If the open show
of a beer can in either hand while marching right up to the
Dean's car
that
as

am

I

7,

mean

last

week's editorial.

that students cannot

Sewanee

is

going to go in for this

We could
DC and

as the

also

the

do away with such procedural protections
Dean of Men, also, since all rules must be
letter, without the temperance of com-

administered to the

mon

An IBM

sense.

Sewanee must present
get money, so

could do the job.

I realize that, today,
to the world, so we can
a school like Cal Tech or Stan-

good image

a

we can become

ford or Michigan, but

I

don't think that

worth what
we seem

tion of 510,000,000 is

Excellence of the sort

it

even the compensa-

will cost

to

Sewanee

be aiming

to achieve

Punishment for
still

for.

it was true four or five
years ago, but today the Sewanee student isn't so cool that
he can't cheer for a damn good football team. .

And one last little thing about the team: why don't we have
Thanksgiving Day game with Vanderbiilt? After all, we play
Washington University, which has an undergraduate student
body of about 1500 larger than Vandy. It would be a pretty
good ball game; and besides, it might be nice for Vanderbilt
to play a team that they just might have an outside chance of
a

beating.

The Flytng Gownsman,

'64

The Best of

)

(

this act

discreetly transport

ABBO'S SCRAPBOOK

campus without approaching violation;
this seems to me very clear. There will always be some question as to what degree of conduct requires punishment, but I
feel here the committee's interpretation was a fair one.
If we are to swing the pendulum back up to the high level
of previous years, we must show to all that we are ready to

When Mr. Dugan was a student at Oxford, an English friend
asked where he lived. "In Aberdeen," he replied, "between

accept conscientiously the full obligation of responsibility.

Memphis and Birmingham. You change

W.

L. Stirling

urally his English friend

knew was
Dear Sm:

As
is

understand the tradition of the Owl Flick, its purpose
exhibit grade-Z films and serials about which students
witty end/or gross comments as the spirit moves

I

to

can

make

them.

The Invasion of the Star Creatures comes
to town, those comments are about all that make it bearable;
but when, by some mischance or other, a flick like Adventures
of a Young Man is offered as an Owl, comments— whether
If a flick like

not— are

out of place.

Such was the case Friday night.
Young Man was not the best

up and the lack of restraint at an Owl Flick can be a
welcome release; but some things are completely unnecessary
and do not need to be said. Anyone making loud and vulgar
comments at what is supposed to be the denouement of a good
flick is just plain selfish and extremely inconsiderate.
Ac*ventures 0/ a Young Man did not need to be treated as roughly as it was Friday night. I should think that anyone in the
theatre would know by the general silence and apparent interest that raucous comments in that instance were completely
out of order and not at all funny. Anyone feeling the need
of release that badly should go to the edge of the Mountain
and yell till the wind answers him, not spoil the flick for
build

Ross Moore

Tou, Too

Wonder what kind of reception Madame Nhu would have
received at Davidson? Despite the fact that Davidson is desperately trying to cover herself with Ivy (which, we hear,
raises academic standards immeasurably), it is hard to believe that the Davidson gentlemen would have resorted to eggs
and rocks, as

did our idols, Princeton and Harvard. The often
maleness of Davidson's atmosphere would prosuch harsh treatment of such a fair member of the fair
sex, regardless of her political activities.

intolerable

hibit

—from

the Davidsonxan

cars at Corinth." Nat-

was flabbergasted. The Aberdeen he
and austere. In his framework
ancient, ruined city on the Nile;

in Scotland, bleak

of reference

Manager

Second Class postage paid at Sewanee, Tennessee. Published
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if

education as foreign languages (except for German) the BA
degree (except for math), political science, history, English,
etc.

bottles or cans across

Editor

1963

think that

but a few abstract principles such as good sportsmanship and
the will to win. And why not do away with such frills to

is not a "public flashing of bottles," then I imagine
a bit hazy as to the definition of such description

mentioned in

does not

Mme. Nhu, We Like
Thursday, November

I

have an undefeated season? Maybe

In the cases handled thus far, all but two

Busi ess Manager
Circi lotion

But

sort of thing, that they ought not be hypocritical about it. Instead of the faculty deciding that the football players shouldn't
go home early, why not do away with the sport, and all the
other sports, altogether. They offer nothing to our new world

dation.

others while satisfying only himself.
t

live,

that just

And speaking of the football team, why is everyone still
afraid to say something good about the fact that we might

Admittedly, Adventures of a
choice in the world for the Owl Flick, especially at the "MidSemester Torture Period" when tension and pressure really
iiiiiiiiMiiiii-ii:

;i

:

we

any results of these proceedings, following the spirit of
the Honor Council, unless detection of some student misunderstanding as to the D. C.'s judgments warrants such elucilish

gross or

1

Illllllllllll!

BILL

upon the Order of Gownsmen through the D. C.
The maintenance of student discipline is admittedly highly
important, and it means much when the accused students are
judged by their peers. However, there is no reason to pub-

the

graduates.

me

day.

Last spring the Order of Gothe Social Policy as proposed by a student-faculty committee
with only minor alterations.
(In particular the reference of
all

P. E.

wonderful Age of Technology in which

in this

about the whole world is being taken in by
this phrase in one way or another. Excellence of one form
or
another is the thing that is IN nowadays; even the cigarette
and automobile people have started to use it in all of their
ads.
Kennedy speaks of various types of Excellence; so does
GM; and, unfortunately, so do the powers-that-be at Sewanee.
I personally am slightly liberal, but I'm sure to
hell not a
technocrat, as it seems that almost everyone in power is toto

The policy of giving mid-semester grades is one of the
causes of this problem. And yet these grades are not really
representative of the academic standing of the students. Perhaps the necessity of mid-semester grades should be care-

B.M.

;

that sports such offspring as the trimester, a college degree for
everyone, and the phrase, "Academic excellence."
It seems

he could present himself in his best light. And the
health of the student would be helped considerably by suffi-

fully examined.
The problem of too many quizzes in a short period of time
is a serious one.
The possibility of organizing an hour quiz
schedule of some sort should be given consideration.

i

advance

to think;

coach.

Jlying

Gownsman

Memphis was an

Birmingham meant

British industrialism

when

it

didn't

mean

meant the luxury and license of ancient
Greece, the expostulations of Paul. These names were copyright.
In a new land they were incongruous, not quite auPhilistinism; Corinth

thentic

if

you knew anything about

history.

Our ancestors, if you please, were careless of this point of
view.
Of course they kept many Indian names, a delicate
courtesy, it turned out, to a people about to be exterminated,
or expelled from their homes. At the same time they brought
from England the names of kings and queens, of lords and
princes, of hamlet and shire. But even more than these they
loved the names of those famous old cities of the mind, places
they had heard of, but perhaps had never seen. This explains
the incongruity of a Protestant Rome, a Rome without Caesar,
an Athens in a state outlawing the teaching of science, a Florence without the Ponte Vecchio or the Uffizzi, a Dissenter's
Oxford. But such names proved that our ancestors believed in
a living past. They had no intention of cutting themselves off
from the sources of their being. They would keep the memories that had made them what they were.
In the New World
they would not be deracines, not depayses.
Mr. Roosevelt, we are reminded, once began a speech with
the words "My Fellow Immigrants."
In some parts of our
country this sort of thing was good politics; and no one, not
even his admirers, can deny that Mr. Roosevelt was a good
politician.
Many immigrants, both early and late, have done
a great deal to help our country; their achievements have often been quite as spectacular as those of the first settlers. But
in these words—unless they were uttered for political advantage alone Mr. Roosevelt makes a blunder usu
by good historians: he interprets the past in ter

—

The men who landed with

Sir John Smith at Jamestown,
Mayflower at Plymouth Rock, none of
them "progressed" through an Ellis Island. Before you can
have immigrants, you must have colonists, early settlers, pioneers. There is a certain pathos in the words "The Old Country;" they seem to betray the nostalgia of a Displaced Person.
In the South a child seldom if ever hears the phrase, and he
is surprised when he does.
The explanation may lie in the
ent.

the people in the

fact that

your true

Roman

is

never homesick for Troy.
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Tigers Ease by Southwestern;

Prepare for Washington & Lee

TIGER

The Sewanee Tigers rolled on to their
After three plays picked up only two game of the season. The fired-up
win last Saturday, but yards, Randy Kyle's kick, partially Lynx, playing
before a homecoming
it was
only after they capitalized on blocked by end Bob Davis, rolled dead
crowd of around four thousand, had
numerous Lynx mistakes that they on the 26. M. L. Agnew ripped around
held Sewanee to a standstill in the first

TALK

sixth straight

were able to win going away. A firedup Southwestern defense held the Ti-

By

COLEY McGINNIS

end for eight yards, then off tackhalf.
In fact, they had picked up sevle for 18 more and the touchdown with
Well, it looked for a while as if the team should be
in pretty good
en first downs to three for Sewanee,
gers cold in the first half, allowing 2:25 remaining in the quarter.
Phil
Southwestern was going to keep the shape for this week's game. Morgan
and they had allowed the Tigers only
them only 45 yards and three first Condra booted the point and it was 7-0.
Tigers bottled up all afternoon. In fact, Ray was banged up quite a bit, but
he
45 yards rushing.
Things improved
downs. Sewanee's only
touchdown
for an entire half the Lynx played Se- should come around.
Kirk Dormeyer
somewhat for the Tigers in the second
Defense Triumphs
came after a Lynx punt went out of
should be ready, and barring any accihalf, but only because the defense forcbounds at their 27-yard line. Agnew
The remainder of the half was mainfircd-up ball club, and the Tigers, feel- dents in this week's practice, the team
ed numerous mistakes and kept the
took it over in two plays for the Tii- ly a defensive battle. The Tigers, whose
Lynx bottled up. Southwestern was ing the stress of playing six straight should hie ready to go Saturday.
gers' only first half score.
potent offense had been averaging over
games against teams who were "out
able to make only one first down the
400 yards per game, was held without
to get the undefeated," were not sharp.
Need to Play
entire second half.
Lynx Not Scared
another first down by the hard-hitting
The Tiger defense was again the de"We know W&L, and we know we
Southwestern took the opening kick- Lynx defense. The only threat of the
ciding
factor as Southwestern was held have to play them. But the boys have
Drive Nets Score
off, and the fired-up Lynx were obhalf came when Southwestern, behind
to a total of 88 yards rushing and pass- been looking forward to this
game all
The Tigers took the second half
viously not awed by Sewanee's im- the running of Randy Kyle and the
ing, and only once, after a short punt, season, and we really want to play
kickoff, and they proceeded to march
pressive array of statistics. They picked passing of Bert Chamn, drove to the
did they get inside Sewanee territory.
them," commented Majors as he began
82 yards in nine plays for the touchup two quick first downs and moved Sewanee 21. There the Sewanee
looking toward this week. It is quite
down. After picking up a first down
Southwestern Up
from their own 17 to the 50 before fense held and pushed them back
probable that the team had a little
at the Lynx 35, a personal foul penalty
being halted. The Tigers then march- the 26. Bob Rice's foot kept the
"You have to give Southwestern cre- W&L in their eyes during the first half
pushed them back to the 48. On the
ed from their 29 to the Lynx 37, but gers out of trouble for the rest of the
dit.
They hit well and played tough of the Southwestern game.
next play, Larry Majors found Bill
the Southwestern defence held and Bob half.
defense," began Coach Shirley MaThis has always been a big rivalry,
Johnson open at the 35. Johnson tool;
Rice booted out on the Southwestern 3.
Southwestern
playir
jors.
"But it was our defense again." and both teams should be up for the
best
the pass, eluded five Lynx defenders
Southwestern did want the game badly, game. The Tigers are looking back at
and romped all the way for the touchand their defense stopped the Tigers
beat
down. Condra's kick was wide (the
cold in the first half.
"We weren't on a rain-soaked field at Lexington.
goal posts from the previous night's
blocking in the first half, and we hit Their speed advantage was eliminated
Iiigh school game were still up, and
a spell in the third quarter where we by the mud, and the bigger Generals
they are only 18 feet wide instead of
still weren't knocking anybody down,'
were able to score once, and that was
23',2 feet), and with 10:44 to go ii
Majors continued.
He was probably enough to win. That loss hurt the Tithird period, it was 13-0.
referring to the two times where the gers, and every member of last year's
Next came what had to be referred Tigers were
stopped inside the Lynx squad who is back this year really
right

<

'

n

to as

a "comedy of errors."

Bill Har-

10-yard line after recovering fumbles.

wood fumbled Colmore's kickoff and "We failed twice deep, but the defense
Ray Tucker recovered at the 26. The came right back and got the ball again."
Tigers moved to the 7 in eight plays noted Majors.
And the third time they
but there had to give up the ball
scored, and finally put the game out

On the next play, Chaffin and
Kyle couldn't complete a handoff, and
the alert Wilbur Wood pounced on the
downs.

it

was

21-0.

Southwestern still did not give up.
but the Tiger defense was too much

the game.

"Bob Rice and Don Upton

did an excellent job," he noted.

"And

Wilbur Wood 1'ecovered about

three

They were unable to move fumbles." Majors also pointed out
after the kickoff, and Kyle punted to Jimmy Stewart as putting in another
the Sewanee 35. There the Tigers be- fine effort.
gan another drive. This one took thir"We've got a lot of work to do this
teen plays, and Larry Majors finally week if we want to stay on the field
took it over from the two.
Condra with W&L," continued Majors. "M. L.
kicked the point and it was 28-0 with Agnew really wanted to play, but 1
for them.

Larry Majors drives over to score
This

TD

until

one fumble later to score.

was

nullified

by

13-6,

still

the third quarter of the Southw

however, and the Tigers

8:02 remaining in the game.

ATOs
The ATOs,

in

a holding penalty,

Break Phi Streak

despite beating the Phis

al injury.

gave the Phis their only score of the

remain one-half game be-

hind by virtue of a postponed Beta-

The Phis

finished their season with

Independents and Delts.
ATO game. The ATOs scored twice in
The fourth place Betas defeated Indethe first half to lead 13-0 and then
pendents and KA, but still have to play
hung on to win 13-6. In the first quarvictories over

the

ter

John Scott

which

blocked
-red

by Joe Drayton.

a
.

Phi

the

logs,

Sig,

but then three straight passes fell
incomplete and they had to kick. Neither team was able to generate anyhalf,

But

Tigers

into the

game with a
by

Tttey were beaten 31-0

Susquehanna team, and as Coach
it, "Losing to those Pennsylvania coal miners is no disgrace."
But they were also beaten by Hampden-Sydney 12-11, and that one we
cannot discount. The Generals are big
end deep as usual, but they won't have
Majors put

real depth advantage such as they
had two years ago. Nor do they have
a wealth of backfield talent the Tigers
do.
But they will have one advantage. For the first time in several years,

a

it is Sewanee which
game with the better

will go into the

record. And everybody is always trying to knock off
the champ.
If I were looking at this game from
an impartial standpoint, I would have
to pick Sewanee on the basis of comparative scores and statistics. Everything should favor the Tigers, including the advantage of the home field.
But this Is all the more reason to be
wary. It is a big game for both teams.
It could salvage an otherwise disappointing season for W&L and lead them
to the CAC championship. But it could
really give Sewanee a boost, and I have
a feeling that the Tigers will put forth
their best exhibition of the year. This

addition-

columnist, the Purple, and I hope the

in in the

entire student

the team
M. L. had a pinched nerve
in his shoulder which was aggravated
in the second quarter.
It looks like
fourth

The Lynx took the kickoff and picked
up their only first down of the second

come

real well."

well,

and

body

at the

I

body wishes the team
would hope to see everygame,

cheering

change, Saturday afternoon.
Tigers, roll over W&L.

for

the Delts.

action:

Doug Urquhart caught a Rich Braugh Lambda Chi and SAE, Theolog over self.
The Tiger defense definitely held the
pass for the eventual winning points. Kappa Sig and Independents, and Kapkey to the game. Southwestern was
Braugh then passed to Doug Stirling pa Sig over Lambda Chi.
for the conversion.
ter

a

Jimmy Uden

In the fourth quarto

Bruce Coleman

OLDHAM
THEATRE
WINCHESTER, TENNESSEE

Saturday, November 9
Double Feature

REAR WINDOW

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT
Sun., Mow., Tues., Nov. 10, 11, 12

A TICKLISH AFFAIR
Wednesday, November 13

THE HAUNTING

The story

of

be over

when

night.

the

If

intramural football will allowed only 88 yards, 46 on the ground
The Tiger offense
this is read Thursday and 42 in the air.
beat Beta on Tues- was held below 300 yards for the sec-

ATOs

Phis in ond straight week. M. L. Agnew was
on Thursday for the champion- again the leading rusher with 115 yards
He also hit on two
in nine carries.
Larry
of three passes for 15 more.
Standings as of Sunday:
L
T
Pet. Majors picked up 70 yards rushing in
10
1
.909 15 tries and also hit Bill Johnson for
PDT
day, they will then face the
playoff

W

ATO
DTD

8

12

.900

a

6

.778

rolled

BTP

6

3

.667

in the air

PGD

6

3

2

SAE

6

4

1

2

48-yard pass play. Sewanee in all
up 203 yards on the ground, 69
and picked up 14 first downs.
defense recovered three
alert
.636 The
.591 Southwestern fumbles, all in the third
er, and the Lynx ran only four
offensive plays in that period. Rolling

Former Mayor Edmund Orgill of Memphis presents the Orgill Trophy, symbo
two final supremacy in the annual Sewanee-Southwestem game, to the four Tiger capti
and Lee From left to right, M. L. Agnew. Bob Davis. Larry Majors, and Jim Cofer

their sixth straight win, the Tigers
ist

now

itests

get ready for their

against Washington

and Washington University.

|

for

Purple photographer Fred Diegmann.

a

Let's go

thing of an offense for the remainder
The rest of of the game, and so it ended 28-0. The
Delts over Theo- Tigers again were presented the EdFijis over Sigma Nu and Kappa mund Orgill trophy, symbol of supreSAE over KA, Sigma Nu over macy in this contest, by Mr. Orgill him-

ATOs and

punt the week's

In the second stanza

we needed to risk
I let him back
quarter and he moved

didn't feel

Defense the Key

will

5-2 record
a fine

of reach.

"Most of the boys were unhappy with
this game, and we have a lot of work
loose ball at the 6.
to do this week," Majors said.
It is
possible, and this is only my opinion,
Stubbornness Pays Off
that the team could hai/e been lookLarry Majors took it over on the first ing forward just a bit to this week's
play, but a holding penalty nullified
clash with Washington & Lee.
After
and set the Tigers back to the 22. Given taking Centre last week, they probably
new life, the Lynx defense dug
just figured that Southwestern would
again and took over at the 13. Two come easily. But the Lynx weren't
implays later Harwood lost the ball
pressed by Sewanee's awesome staM. L. Agnew picked it up at th
tistics, and they came to play.
FortuThis time the Tigers were not t
nately the Tiger defense
was sharp
denied, and Agnew and Ray Tucker enough to contain them while the
oftook it over in four plays, Tucker fr fense woke up and went to work.
nally scoring from the two. After the
Lynx were penalized for offsides the
Tackles Outstanding
Tigers elected to go for two, and Tuck"We got some excellent tackle play,"'
er picked it up.
With 1:23 remaining noted Majors as he began to summarize
in the third quarter

Go

W&L

THE SEWANEE PURPLE

o/guch

By

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

POETRY CONTEST: WIN A FREE STEAK

But Irma falls in love with like the ones we used to tell in high
Thursday and Friday: Irma La Do;
a week.
school, like the man who asked the
The title of this movie means "Irma him as Jack is tired all the
the Sweet,'' contrary to popular belief cause he has to work till night to get prostitute if she took traveler checks.
money to pay Irma when he is dis- The musical score by Andre Previn is
It is based on the Broadway musical
There are some funny scenes loud and out of place. But the major
of the same name but Billy Wildei guised.
the flick has no continuity.
(The Apartment; Some Like It Hot, such as Lemmon's fight with Irma'i fault is that
explanation
One, Two, TIitcc) has made it a com- former procurer. But he has to worl The scenes jump with no
edy-drama. The same team who made most of the time to inject humor ant from one place to another. The happy
ending is so unreal that it seems pushThe Apartment are all together again it chows.
Shirley MacLaine plays Irma in ; ed as well it might be.
Jack Lemmon; Shirley MacLaine; Billy
Even Billy Wilder has to strike out
Wilier; and I. A. L. Diamond, screen- straight fashion against Lemmon's haronce in a while and this was the time.
writer, have worked together before ried delivery. Irma is a prostitute but
Owl Flick: Yellowstone Kelly. Warwith success. If you take the movie with no heart of gold. If Wilder is
ner
Brothers struck a gold mine with
in sections there are parts which are trying to show that the prostitute h?s
television and it all
good but overall it is not a successful a gay, carefree life then he has suc- the western on
The reason
ceeded. All Irma has lo do is turn on started with Cheyeime.
her sob story and her price doubles. Cheyenne was so successful was beIt is hard to criticize talent which has
cause of Clint Walker.
So Warner
but
Shirley
does
a
good
job
to
no
proven itself time and again. Jack
Brothers made Fort Dobbs, starring
Lemmon is the best comic actor we
Walker, and it made some money.
The main fault lies with Mr. Wilder.
have in the United States. He porThey thought if one television star
trays the normal man caught up in In the first place he should have left
money in a flick why not try
situations where he has to react ra- the movie to somebody else. His brilClint Walker playing a trapthi
tionally but always acts irrationally.
Sunset Strip)
per, Ed
Byrnes
(77

CLARAMONT
CLARA AND TOM SHOEMATE

We

Where

is

not right for this part.

He

type of

plot.

The

film

is

the rule.

who

He

is

is

shot in Paris but

nobody has even

an hint of a French accent.

and cheer.

NOW FOR THE

FIRST TIME IN
INEXPENSIVE PAPERBACKS!

A new look at the world's great writers

beautifully

playing his young

friend and John
(Lawman) playing an Indian
ught to do it. Throw an Indian maithe
He arrests a group of
den in for sex, some horses and a couprostitutes but his superior just hapseeing Paris. Wilder uses a lot of his
ple of fights and you've got a monej
pened to be a customer at the time. ild comic devices rather than making
aking western. Well, they're right,
So he is fired. He falls in love with lew ones. The crowded paddy wagon
although I hate to admit it.
.vith
Lemmon
and
the
prostitutes
looks
Irma and becomes her procurer. Irma
Saturday and Monday: Cattle King.
sleeps with other men so that her true * lot like the scene in Some Like It
This western is about twice as bad as
love can live in style. For a while Jack Hot where Lemmon is crowded in an
Yellowstone Kelly. It stars Robert
berth with a girls' band.
The
lets this go on but he finally rebels
Taylor.
e of the disguise resembles the
against the system. He disguises himinday and Tuesday:
A Ticklish
ise used by Tony Curtis in Some
self as a rich Englishman who pays
ir.
In the last three months there
Irma money just to talk with her once Like It Hot. The spoken gags sound
been a rise in the release of adult
comedies. Some are funny, some are
This one falls about in the midto

there's good will

t*/*AA/s*+A+*+**+**+*+*+++A>

.

an exception
honest man.

love to go to Clara's

And buy a steak and beer
And climb upon our hearth room perd

!

plays a police officer in Paris

7,

RICHARD DOBBIN

J

But he

by the best

r.

Half of the

critics

of our time

Russell

•

The humor

BRECHT

STEVENS
HEMINGWAY FROST
ELIOT
JAMES
::

DOSTOEVSKY
BYRON
TWAIN
DONNE
KAFKA
DRYDEN
::

::

::

Introduction to the Law, Post
Sociology on Trial, Stein and Vidich

Gig Young and

ther than crudeness.

Stigma, GofTman
Art, Artist and Society, Pelles
Notes for a Young Painter, Williams
Michelangelo, A Self Portrait, ed. by Clements

Shirley Jones star. Gig, a good comic

a

widower with

chase

away

is

and Shirley

is

The big

a little boy.

boy who h:
balloon. It's funny in parts

after the

in a

::

::

lies

actor, is in the service

New

Fall

titles in

Twentieth Century Views
The Spectrum

Series edited

by Maynard Mack

published by Prentice-Hall
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Sewanee, Tennessee

Vice-Chancellor Outlines

Graduate Program
"We were

originally expected to give

a good deal of graduate work,

haven't given much.

and we

We

ought to expand in the direction of graduate pro-

Writing in the Sewanee News of November, 1961, the Vice-Chancellor outlined two specific proposals for graduate studies: a graduate school of law
and a two-year school of medicine. "In

and enough interest to do it
lege for women or another college for
it could be done anywhere,"
Edward McCrady in an inter- men, these proposals or an extension
view recently.
of our master's program would be very
The University of the South already much less costly. The minimum facoffers two masters degrees: the Mas- ulty for a law school would be eight
ter of Sacred Theology and the Master new professors, and a medical school
of Arts in Teaching. Courses leading would cost about the same." Dr. Mcto the MAT degree are offered during Crady, in that article, confirmed the
American Medical Association view
prove the standards of instruction in that liberal arts colleges should tako
seconday schools.
an increasingly active part in prepar"We wouldn't expand in every con- ing medical students for the final two
ceivable subject," explained McCrady, years of their graduate studies. After
"but there is no reason why we completing two years of studies at
shouldn't offer a Master of Science de- Sewanee's graduate school, the students
faculty

as well as
said Dr.

gree in chemistry, physics, biology, or
any field that is ready, has problems lo

".

.

.

could

transfer

for

their

UNIVERSITY
SUPPLY STORE
Everything for the Student

SUPPLIES

—

CLOTHING

GROCERIES

— BOOKS

BOUHD-H

junior

end senior year to the four year mediand won't be overloaded by the cal colleges, but our students would
graduate work. We don't want to take rot actually be able to finish theii
the faculty away from teaching under- work here, and the final degree would
graduates." If, however, a faculty mem- come from some other institution."
ber was actively engaged in research
While the University is primarily inassign,

and wanted to as- terested in building a second undergraduate college for men at the present
it, such projects could
supplement graduate studies.
time, Dr. McCrady points out, ".
two
Under the provisions of expanding Is no magic number; we have 10,000
the University, the present faculty will acres, we're not fenced in, and if we
be doubled, giving a wider range of need to expand we can do it, to any
coverage within a field, which is high- extent necessary."
ly advantageous at the graduate level.
"Of course, it would be up to us to

00

COWAN, TENNESSEE
McGregor

Caps Suits

J.

Arrow

Puritan
Tarka Hall

Shiris
Ratnfair

WHO

in a particular field

sign problems in

WINS: Prizes will be awarded to any recognized Group or
Individual submitting the largest number of empty packages
of Marlboro, Parliament, Philip Morris, Alpine or Paxton.

.

The

faculties

of

would be shared

the several

colleges

graduate work, so
that a graduate student "could proceed in any direction offered by any
in

member of the whole Univernot just those within the student's

how many departments and
how many students such a gradu-

decide in
for

faculty
sity,

original undergraduate college."

anded

at

1965

^s^^^/ww^^w^^^w

would be offered. In this
st would be tailored to our
and its scope could be exalmost any
]

See You After The

Game At

RULES:

I.

TUBBY'S

quabfy
3.

Bar-B-Q
Steaks
MONTEAGLE

-

Pizza
TENNESSEF

Contest open to qualified students only.

4.

Closing date
ply Store.

No

November

20th 2:00 p.m. University Sup-

entries will be accepted after official closing time.

^» MARLBORO* PARLIAMENT*
r*

PHILIP

ALPINE

MORRIS* PAXTON
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